
 

 

Jagdish is one of the older children in the 

group. He has been coming to school for 

some years now, still he is irregular 

He is from the village Leduguda and has two siblings, 

an elder and a younger sister, both studying in our 

school.  

Jagdish is unable to concentrate, he is fidgety. Only 

activities that interest and involve him are drawing, 

colouring, cutting & pasting and playing. 

Jagdish likes playing with all the children in the 

group. He likes to sit with Prabhat, who is his 

cousin. He is also more inclined towards Vikram and Radhika. 

When given a task Jagdish takes responsibility. 

Jagdish chants clearly, after which he starts fidgeting and disturbing others. He 

likes the chant - Deepam Jyoti. In prayers he likes Ram Naam Gun Gaao 



 

 

Jagdish is a shy student when it comes to 

speaking in English. His attendance is irregular 

as a result he has gaps in his learning.  

He is slower at picking up new concepts.  

He tends to be disruptive in class. Jagdish 

keeps fidgeting with little toys he brings to 

class. 

He speaks very few words in English, though 

he understands. He likes the rhymes - 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5 once I caught a fish alive. 

 

 



 

 

Jagdish has a clear understanding. He was able to do 

the alphabet related drawing activity rather well. He 

came up with lots of new, relevant words. He is hard 

working. 

Whenever he goes on holiday, on returning he finds it 

difficult to catch up. He learns watching his friends. 

Once he understands, he will then complete his work 

properly. He reads two letters rather well. 

Jagdish knows counting upto 100. But he is still 

confused about number before, though he tells number 

after. For number in between also he responds 

correctly at times, else he blurts wrong answers.  



 

 

Sometimes he doesn't want to do anything, is moody. We try to involve him with 

activities that would interest him. 

Jagdish can do single digit addition with objects and mentally also. Subtraction he 

can do with objects only. 

Jagdish likes skill based 

activities best at school. He 

draws with utmost 

attention. He is very 

particular about the 

colours he uses. 

Making things using cutting 



 

 

and pasting, doing clay modeling also interests him quite a bit. If it was possible he 

would do only these activities the whole day. One of Jagdish’s drawing, that was 

made after the story “The Enormous Turnip” was told, is shown here.  

 



 

 

Jagdish absolutely loves playing in the sand pit, making castles in the sand, playing 

on swings & slides and also. On the field he likes to play football. He can be seen 

participating in Fun Relay on Sport’s Day. 

Jagdish is encouraged to become regular to school. 

 


